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Buildings.--Two school houses have been erected during the past two years-.
cost $20.00 and $200,00. Five others are in course of construction.

All the buildings are substantial and meet the requirements of the communities
where located,

Financial,--There has been no change in school fund in the past two years.
Warrants are paid promptly; no discounts. County Commissioners do not seem
to appreciate the importance of levying full limit of school tax, and sometime'
refuse to levy full amount in order to forward some hobby or pet osheme. A
change is greatly desired.

I think the limit should be extended to eight mills and School Board given |
power to fix the amount of levy. All intelligent and patriotic citizens of
our county.favor a larger school tax.

Sub-district taxes are not popular. People do not like to hold elections to,
tax themselves. There is much less complaint if the Legislature fixes the
rate.

The want of more and a better class of school house and fixtures, and betteri
prepared teachers, are evidences of a want of more school funds. I think an
eight mill tax will meet the demands.

Regret to say that there is little or no.improvement in'the character and
qualification of teachers.

I am unable to say what influences affect them most, Examination law, whilei
necessary, does not make a good teacher. Crade of certificate is prima facie-,
evidence of ability, but is not a correct standard. Through normal training
would in a measure remove the defects when teachers are not born but have to:
be made. I wish it were practicable to make this training a prerequisite to
a certificate. Our county is so isolated that training schools are not avail-
able. Teachers are not well read outside of text-books.

There is no difficulty in securing young inexperienced, nominal teachers. Ths
teach a few terms on a poor salary, and seeing no prospect for an increase
proportionate to experience and ability, seek more lucrative employment. Theq
remedy is an adequate school fund for longer school terms, and larger salarie
which would secure and hold good teachers,

The basis of the teachers' salaries is fixed by the amount of school funds av$
able to pay them. This is not a correct basis, but seems to be necessary at
present.

Grading Committees.--I don't think a change in the present system would be bo
eficial.

Compulsory Educational Law.--With proper limitation I think it is desirable':
The law should be restriced to the white race--to pupils from 6 to 13 years
of age, or to six or seven years' schooling, owing to circumstances of parent-
to pupils not more than four miles from a school house, and to other limitatB
that have proved necessary and beneficial in the execution of this law in the
other states of the union.

Concentration of Schools and Transportation of Pupils,--Not practicable in :
this county, o, ng to want of good roads and transportation facilities.
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